
HOW TO WRITE A STORY MIDDLE KS2

PowerPoint with ideas based on those in the Igniting Writing series by Webley Looks at different elements of a story and
gives examples of.

Students should give some in-depth consideration to the details of who their character is: How do they walk?
It leads naturally onto the next stage of story writing which is the creation of suitable characters to populate
this fictional world they have created. You may wish to provide students with a copy of various writing
prompts to get them started. But, at the end of it all, as with any craft, practice and more practice is at the heart
of the matter. Younger students will often dictate to the reader the nature of their characters. Which technique
do the pupils prefer to start their story? Use tools such as graphic organizers such as those found below to
logically sequence your narrative if you are not a confident story writer. Take on board their feedback as
constructive advice. In the climax two opposing forces duke things out until the bitter or sweet! It is important
that students understand that without a problem there is no story. This is not normally the case with writing a
story. It may be that in a short story the resolution will only be a brief paragraph or two. In short stories it is
important that these worlds are not overpopulated beyond what the skill level of the student can manage.
While this may mean that many students stories will have the same beginning, most likely they will arrive at
dramatically different endings via dramatically different routes.. Help the child understand that the author
created or adapted the story and made decisions about what should happen in it. Once the child has picked a
final order for the story ask him or her to write several sentences or even a paragraph for each picture that tells
that part of the story. Although narratives can take many different forms and contain multiple conflicts and
resolutions nearly all fit this structure in way or another. Mrs Moody. The climax of the story is the dramatic
high point of the action. Were they ever seen again? It is also important to avoid adjective stuffing here. There
is little that can be more terrifying to English students than the blank page and its bare whiteness that stretches
before them on the table like a merciless desert they have to cross. Reader to writer Every writer is a reader
and every reader can be a writer too. Have them think about the storyline and decide what were the most
exciting parts. Write the central theme or genre in the middle of the board. How to Write your Best Story
Ever! Did your heart rate increase or did you start to sweat? For example, a character who walks with head
hanging low and shoulders hunched while avoiding eye contact has been revealed to be timid without the
word once being mentioned. Did they live happily ever after? The single biggest challenge many students face
when it comes to story writing is coming up with inspiration or ideas to get those creative juices flowing.
What is a Story Introduction? Bad breath? Plot Planning 10 Minutes Slide 3 Hand out the planning sheet to
each pupil. EXTRAS Whilst orientation, complication and resolution are the agreed norms for a narrative
there are numerous examples of popular texts that did not explicitly follow this path exactly. Having the
students choose an appropriate setting for the type of story the student wishes to write is a great exercise for
our younger students. While you are reading and when you are done, talk about the different parts of the story,
asking questions such as: What is the beginning of the story?


